
GOALS

2019 Target - 4% Increase
2021 Target-  7% Increase

WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO AT SHERIDAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL?

Utilize collaborative teams to monitor student learning.

SHERIDAN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

1) Increase the percentage of students that meet projected growth in reading and math as
they progress from kindergarten to second grade as measured by the NWEA
assessments. 

HOW WILL WE MEASURE PROGRESS?

Attendance data - Ongoing
NWEA scores (analyze subgroups) - As Available
Quarterly Report Card Data of students mastering grade level essential standards 
DIBELs, DSA, Fluency (ORF),  DRA (2nd grade)- Quarterly
Sonday Progress - Quarterly
Beginning Decoding Survey, Advanced Decoding Survey - Fall, Winter, Spring
Lexile Reading Levels - NWEA
Essential Standards Mastery - Ongoing

Use essential standards to provide instruction based on a common language.
- Ongoing 
Adjust common summative assessments and creating formative
assessments. - Ongoing
Analyze data to drive instructional decisions (Tier 1). - Ongoing
Develop SMART goals within grade levels. - Fall 2019
Utilize an assessment plan to guide instruction in the classroom. - Ongoing

Teachers meet with RTI team quarterly to discuss student progress 
Speech Therapists included in RTI meetings (when speech student are
discussed)

Write student intervention plans that address both intervention/enrichment
instructional needs.

Continue a systematic RTI to ensure students (Tier 2, Tier 3/Students with
IEPs/Enrichment Students) are showing growth. - Ongoing

Collaborate with classroom teachers and special education teachers to
monitor student learning progress (Tier 3/Students with IEPs) - Ongoing
Provide teachers with specific instructional strategies to use in the classroom
to move student learning forward. - Ongoing

2.  SES will meet or exceed the ESSA index value for students with disabilities.

Provide teachers with specific instructional strategies to use in the classroom to
move student learning forward. - Ongoing
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Sheridan School District completed a needs assessment for literacy based on the
five components of comprehensive literacy instruction founded on the Science
of Reading. We collected reading data for grades K-10 using NWEA Maps
assessment and ACT Aspire data collected over the last five years.  According to
the data, we are trending up with an average of 44% of our students performing
at or above the benchmark for 2019, up 5% from the year before. With 56%
percent of our students performing below the benchmark, targeted
instructional improvement is needed to increase achievement across the
district. A comprehensive reading program including all tiers of instruction is
needed in primary grades to change the trajectory of the data in the future. 

All teachers K-2 have completed RISE training days 1-6 and are fully
implementing the components of the Science of Reading. Each grade dedicates
35-45 minutes of instruction to S.O.R. Phonics and Phonological Awareness
strategies each day using the Phonics First curriculum and Heggerty’s
Phonemic Awareness.  Kilpatrick’s one-minute lessons from Equipped for
Reading Success, as well as Sonday, are used for intervention. Teachers
progress monitor all SOR components and track them on the campus data wall.  
All teachers have also been trained in RISE-aligned small group strategies that
were fully implemented this year. To support this small group instruction, the
district purchased classroom sets of decodable texts for grades K- 2.

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING & TIMELINES

Provide monthly professional learning opportunities based on student data
and/or adult learning needs.
Provide ongoing Depth of Knowledge Training, Small Group Learning Sessions,
Peer Observations, Team Time, GOLD Day (faculty meetings once a month).

Ongoing professional learning for all classroom teachers, special education
teachers, speech therapists, literacy interventionists, and specialty teachers

LITERACY IMPROVEMENT PLAN

Literacy Data

RISE Implementation
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Digital Learning Support
The implementation of distance learning this spring has impacted how we
provide instruction for our students. Being able to provide reading instruction
and support virtually as well as face-to-face is a necessity.  With Arkansas being
at the forefront of the Science of Reading initiative, most virtual curriculum
options do not meet the state requirements. The Sheridan School District will
continue to provide reading instruction based on the SOR onsite and virtually. 
To meet this expectation, the district will use grant funding to purchase licenses
for Lexia, a digital supplemental program from the state SOR approved list to be
used with all students in grades K-5 to support literacy instruction and
interventions.



ONLINE BLENDED/VIRTUAL LEARNING PLAN

Curriculum

Learning Management System - Canvas LMS will be used to deliver virtual and
blended learning. 
Curriculum Content - Edgenuity K-6 will be integrated into the SSD Core
Curriculum Units to provide blended and virtual instruction to SSD students.

Assessment

Teacher Training

NWEA Maps assessment will be used K-8 providing diagnostic data used to
determine needed interventions.
District pre-assessments will be given to identify areas of deficit. Teachers
will collaborate to plan instruction for the areas of deficit.

Training will be provided to instruct and guide teachers on building specific
procedures and expectations for blended and virtual learning.  
District and online training will be provided on using the LMS. 
Professional development on effective blended learning instructional
strategies will be provided.
Teachers will have 24 hour access to tutorials and help within the Canvas
LMS.

Technology

All SSD teachers will have a portable device to provide instruction on and
off site. 
All SSD teachers will receive a web-cam to provide video and communicate
with students and families. 
All students will be provided a Chromebook to use for blended and/or
virtual learning.

Communication

The SSD Ready for Learning plan will be posted to the district website.
The SSD Communications director posts timely information on the district
website, facebook, twitter, SMS text, and local news media as new
guidelines and directives are received.
Building level administrators provide timely information on school events,
updates, announcements, and alerts through the district website, facebook,
twitter, and SMS text.
The Canvas LMS will be used to communicate and share student progress
with parents and students.
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Assessment
In addition to district and state required literacy assessments,  grant funding
will be used to assess oral reading fluency with the addition of Reading Fluency
to the NWEA MAPS assessment. This will be used to assess and progress
monitor students throughout the school year.


